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Abstract. In this paper we present a formal approach to Document
Analysis based on the notions of textons and texture. This theoretical
framework is then used to define texture-based font style classifiers.
Tests on scanned document pages indicate good performance of the
classifiers.

1

Introduction

Humans are able to identify regions in a document and their characteristics at first
glance, as text is treated as texture by the human visual system. This thesis is generally
supported by Watt ([10]) and more specifically by Bloomberg ([1]).
Apparently, text in the image of a document page consists of discrete perceptual
units: strokes, characters, words, lines and blocks. Thus, it is reasonable to adopt the
basic ideas of a well-known psychological theory of human texture perception: Julesz'
Texton Theory ([5]). This theory defines textures as aggregates of textons, where textons are discrete, simply shaped elements of the image with a small number of basic,
observable features ("perceptual atoms").
For the use in document analysis we developed a formal theory that fixes the notions of textons and texture in a proper mathematical way. The basic idea underlying
this theory is that textures can be described by the textons as building blocks and by
two relations: a neighborhood relation and a similarity relation, expressing the spatial
distribution and the similarity of textons. Based on the theory, we show how font style
classifiers for italics, bold and all-capitals can be defined.
Our special interest in font style detection is due to the fact, that style changes in a
document "pop out" ([7]) and guide us in extracting relevant information.
In contrast to Bloomberg ([1]), who constructs morphological classifiers for texture-based font style analysis, we explicitly model elements of font style textures by
textons. Automatic detection of italics, bold and all-capitals by explicit features is also
described in[2]. The usefulness of font style detection for information retrieval is
mentioned, but the paper's aim is improving OCR by previous font style analysis.
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Not only the font style, but the predominant font of running text in an English
document is identified in [6] using a database of function words in various fonts.
In [4] the term texton is used in a different meaning, namely for the logical components of text (characters, words, etc.) in a hierarchical manner.
The overall aim of our work is attention-based extraction of relevant information
from documents by classifying typography and layout features. Doermann ([3]) also
uses these features, in order to determine the role of document parts in the process of
transferring information.

2

Formal Definition of Textons

Julesz defines textons to be discrete elements or objects with a set of observable features. This definition can be formalized in a simple way:
Definition 2.1: A texton structure TS is a 4-tuple TS=(D,Γ,E,Φ) with the properties
1. D∈R2 is a non-empty compact subset of R2.
2. Γ is a finite partition of D and for each γ ∈Γ, γ is non-empty and compact.
3. E=E1×…×En is a feature space.
4. Φ:Γ→E is a function, assigning each γ from Γ a feature vector from E.
Remarks:
1. D is called the domain, and a pair t=(γ, Φ(γ)) is called a texton in the texton structure TS. Given a texton t=(γ, Φ(γ)), then Dom(t) denotes the carrier γ and Prop(t)
the feature vector Φ(γ) of the texton t.
2. Given two textons s and t, then Dom(s)∩Dom(t)≠∅ ⇔ s=t. This models the assumption that textons are discrete objects.
3. Let TEXD,Γ,E,Φ denote the set of all textons of a given texton structure
TS=(D,Γ,E,Φ). If it is not misleading we write TEX instead of TEXD, Γ, E, Φ .
4. For n-dimensional texton structures we can replace R2 by Rn. For discrete texton
structures we take the integers Z instead of the reals R.
For a formal definiton of texture we consider that Julesz defines textures as aggregates
of similar textons of constant density. In our framework this means that textons have
to be connected spatially and that they should have similar features. To model connectedness and similarity we introduce two relations:
Definition 2.2: Let TS=(D,Γ,E,Φ) be a texton structure and TEX the set of all textons.
Then N⊆TEX×TEX is called a neighborhood relation in TEX, if
1. ∀t ∈TEX: (t, t) ∈ N.
2. ∀s, t ∈TEX: (s, t) ∈ N → (t, s) ∈ N.
Definition 2.3: Let E be a feature space,then Σ⊆E×E is a similarity relation, if Σ is
an equivalence relation.
Remarks:
1. Σ induces a partition of the feature space. Given two textons s and t, and a similarity relation Σ, then s and t have equivalent features in respect of Σ, if (Prop(s),
Prop(t))∈Σ.
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2. Each similarity relation Σ can be composed from component similarity relations
Σi⊆E i×E i. It is also evident that each similarity relation Σ induces component
similarities Σ1, ..., Σn.
Definition 2.4: Let TS=(D,Γ,E,Φ) be a texton structure, TEX the set of all textons,
N⊆TEX×TEX a neighborhood relation and Σ⊆E×E a similarity relation. Then two
textons s and t from TEX are N-Σ-connected, if there exists a chain t1, ..., tn ∈TEX such
that:
1. s = t1 and t = tn .
2. ∀i = 1, ..., n-1: (ti, ti+1)∈N and (Prop(ti),Prop(ti+1))∈Σ.
Remark:
N-Σ-connectedness is the key to the definition of textures, because the underlying idea
is that textures consist of chains of similar textons. It is evident that if s is N-Σconnected with t, then t is also N-Σ-connected with s.
Definition 2.5: Let TS=(D,Γ,E,Φ) be a texton structure, TEX the set of all textons,
N⊆TEX×TEX a neighborhood relation and Σ⊆E×E a similarity relation. Then a set
T⊆TEX is a N-Σ-texture, if
1. ∀s, t∈T: s and t are N-Σ-connected,
2. ∀s∉T: there is no t∈T such that s and t are N-Σ-connected.
Remarks:
1. Textures are sets of maximally N-Σ-connected textons.
2. Let S and T be N-Σ-textures, then S∩T ≠ ∅ ⇔ S=T. This means that textures do
not share textons. In addition, for textures S and T with S≠T the sets 7 Dom( s ) and
s∈S

7 Dom(t ) are disjoint.

t∈T

Under the definition’s viewpoint document segmentation means to find a hierarchical
sequence of textures in the document, i.e. to establish a texton hierarchy. When performing a bottom-up analysis, this hierarchy is installed by the lemma:
Lemma 2.1: Let TS=(D,Γ,E,Φ) be a texton structure, TEX the set of all textons and
TEXTURES the set of all N-Σ-textures, that are formed by a neighborhood relation
N⊆TEX×TEX and a similarity relation Σ⊆E×E.
Furthermore, be E*=E*1×…×E*m a feature space, ∆:TEXTURES→E* and
Θ:TEXTURES→Γ*, where Γ*={ 7 Dom(t ) :T∈TEXTURES}and Θ(T)= 7 Dom(t ) .
t∈T

t∈T

Then there exists a function Φ*:Γ*→E* such that the diagram Fig.1 commutes.
TEXTURES

Θ
Γ*

∆
Φ*

Fig. 1. Φ*:Γ*→E*

E*
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Remarks:
1. As Γ* is a finite partition of D, and Φ* is a feature assignment according to Definition 2.1, TS*=(D,Γ*,E*,Φ*) is a texton structure.
2. The mapping ∆ reflects that the features of a constructed texton at the new level are
calculated from features of those textons used in construction.
3. As higher level textons are constructed from textures (= sets of lower level textons),
there is a natural inclusion between the textons in a hierarchy. To denote that a
lower level texton t contributed to the creation of a higher level texton s we write in
the following tB s.
4. The theoretical framework also allows to assign statistical features to a higher level
texton. For example, let Ξ⊆E×E be a similarity relation different from Σ. Then a
feature e ∈ E is dominant for a texture T in respect of Ξ, if
∀e’∈E: ï{t: (Prop(t), e)∈Ξ}ï ≥ ï{s: (Prop(s), e’)∈Ξ}ê.
The feature e can be taken as a characterizing feature of the higher level texton.
This is exactly what is done for font style detection with more elaborate statistical
methods (Chapter 4).
5. So far, we were only concerned with one texton structure over a domain D and the
construction of hierarchies. In practice, we have to deal with different interwoven
texton structures simultaneously reflecting different textural aspects.
In general, document analysis uses rather simple features to characterize textons.
Among them are size and position of a texton as follows:
Let Γ be a partition of D. Then we can define for each γ ∈Γ:

TOP(γ) = max{y : (x, y) ∈ γ},
LEFT(γ) = min{x : (x, y) ∈ γ},
HEIGHT(γ) = TOP(γ) - BOT(γ) + 1,

BOT(γ) = min{y : (x, y) ∈ γ}
RIGHT(γ) = max{x : (x, y) ∈ γ}
WIDTH(γ) = LEFT(γ) - RIGHT(γ) + 1

Subsequently, one can define a mapping Φ(γ)=(TOP(γ), BOT(γ), LEFT(γ),
RIGHT(γ), HEIGHT(γ), WIDTH(γ)), providing us with a basic feature vector. Apart
from these basic geometric features, a texton may have additional features, e.g. area,
orientation and, for higher level textons, the amount of lower level textons used for
construction, etc..

3

Grouping and Texton Hierarchy

A short explanation of the grouping process is given, because in our approach the hierarchical grouping of strokes (s) to character textures, character to word textures, etc.
is a prerequisite for font style detection. Steps upwards in the texton hierarchy are
done, when we construct from a character texture the character texton c, from a word
texture the word texton w, from a line texture the line texton l and from a block texture
the block texton b, such that
sBcBwBlBb.
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Although the texton theory is general enough to describe grouping on bit and run
level, we start at the level of strokes. The carrier γ of a stroke is an area of 8-connected
black runs, such that there is no split- or merge-run in the area. (split-/merge-run: at
least two connected runs in the next/previous image line). The strokes are grouped to
character textons by the strokes’ geometric properties. The neighborhood relation N is
the 8-connection relation between strokes. The similarity relation Σ considers width,
height and orientation of a stroke.
On the basis of character textons the word textures can be found, for example with
relations similar to the following:
Let c1, c2, c3 be character textons, then
(c1, c2)∈N :⇔
RIGHT_OF(c1, c2)∧∀c3:DISTANCE(c1, c2)≤DISTANCE(c1, c3)∧
DISTANCE(c1, c2)≤min{HEIGHT(c1),HEIGHT(c2)∧
DISTANCE(c1, c2)< MAXDIST∧...
(c1,c2)∈Σ:⇔ |HEIGHT(c1)-HEIGHT(c2)|≤min{HEIGHT(c1),HEIGHT(c2}⋅0.67∧
OVERLAP(c1, c2)>min{HEIGHT(c1),HEIGHT(c2)}/ 4 ∧ ....
The distance is given by the difference between the left border of c2 and the right
border of c1. c2 is right of c1, if the left border of c2 is right of the left border of c1
and c1 and c2 have an overlap in vertical direction.
Next, the word textons are grouped to lines by quite similar neighborhood and
similarity relations.
During grouping, features of the newly established textons can be calculated, e.g.
the word and line features geometrical borders, base line, top line, average character
height, area, and the line feature line skew.
The most sophisticated grouping step is the investigation of block textures, as we
get confronted with a multitude of different two-dimensional texture models that are
based on the multitude of possible block layouts. The basic neighborhood relation N is
given by the distance between two vertically adjacent lines. The basic similarity relation Σ is given by the average character height within a line.
In the following, we use STROKES to denote the set of all stroke textons, CHARS
for the character textons, WORDS for the word textons, LINES for the line textons,
and BLOCKS for the block textons in a document.

4

Font Style Detection

Based on the results of the grouping process a further texture analysis determines different font styles for the words in the document. The classification process gives a new
feature for a word texton based on the features of the textons on lower levels. This
new feature can be used with a new similarity relation in a more elaborate texture
analysis to find pop outs on a higher level.
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4.1 Italics Classification
Italics font style is characterized by the slant of the approximately vertical stroke textons in a word. The slant of a stroke as a stroke texton feature is given by the angle α
between the vertical line and the connecting line of the top-most and bottom-most
black run of the stroke (Fig. 2).
CENT_H(top-most run)

Runs
∆y
α

Connecting
Line

Vertical
Line

CENT_H
(bottom-most run)

∆x

Fig. 2. Slant of a stroke

If s∈STROKES, then the slant of s is

SLANT (s ) = tan (α ) =
CENT _ H (TOP _ MOST _ RUN (s )) − CENT _ H (BOTTOM _ MOST _ RUN (s )) + 1
,
HEIGHT ( s )
where CENT_H denotes the middle of the according top-most and bottom-most run.
To derive a mean slant for a word texton w∈WORDS, we investigate the approximately vertical strokes, that contributed to the word texture:
A_VERTICALS(w)={s:sBw∧HEIGHT(s)>WIDTH(s)}
The mean slant of the word w is given by
MEAN_SLANT(w) =

å SLANT (s ) /|A_VERTICALS(w)|

s∈A _ VERTICALS (w )

and the mean slant of a text block b∈BLOCKS by
MEAN_SLANT(b) =

å MEAN _ SLANT (w) / {w : w B b ∧ w∈WORDS } .

w∈{w:wB b ∧ w∈WORDS }

With these features, the new feature ITALICS(w) for the word texton w is given:
Let w be a word texton and b the block texton with wBb, then
ITALICS(w):⇔MEAN_SLANT(w)>TH∨MEAN_SLANT(b)>TH.
According to Table 1, we have set the threshold TH=0.12≈tan(7°).
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Due to the statistical nature of the feature, word slants are only reliable for words
that have a significant number of approximately vertical strokes. Experiments have
shown nice classifier performance for words with more than three characters.

4.2 Bold Classification
A word in bold font style is characterized by its black intensity, which is caused by the
number of black pixels per area in the word core.
The base line of a line texton l is the regression line through the bottoms of the
characters without descender in the line. The top line is the regression line through the
tops of the capitals and characters with ascender. As we assume the lines to be deskewed, the regression lines are given by the two y-values TOP(l) and BASE(l).
Given a word texton w in a line l (wBl), then the word core of w is given by:
WORD_CORE(w)=
{(x,y):LEFT(w)≤x≤RIGHT(w)∧BASE(l)≤y≤BASE(l)+h⋅(TOP(w)-BASE(l)+1)},
with h=0.67. h has been deduced from the difference in height between lowercase and
uppercase characters in different fonts. Actually, the ratio is 0.74 (Table 1), but we
take a smaller ratio to ensure measurement in the real core area of the word.
Note, that the word core is not a texton. It is only a region in the basic domain D
underlying the texton structure.
Given the word core for a word w in line l we can define the black intensity of the
word w by:
BLACK_INTENS(w)=
|WORD_CORE(w)∩Dom(w)|/(h(TOP(w)-BASE(l)+1)⋅WIDTH(w)).
As this local intensity cannot determine bold font style, we investigate the intensity
distribution across the document by setting up a histogram of the intensity values for
the document. From this histogram we derive a threshold for classification.
Let 1≤i,j≤Nbin, then the histogram of black intensity values is given by
H (i ) = {w: w ∈ WORDS ∧i = ëN bin ⋅ BLACK _ INTENS ( w)û}
and the derived threshold by
TH = (max{i : ∀j : H (i ) ≥ H ( j )} + d ) N bin ,
with Nbin =100 and d=8 set empirically.
We also define the black intensities for blocks. Let b be a block texton, then
BLACK_INTENS(b)=

å BLACK _ INTENS (w) /|{w:wBb∧w∈WORDS}|.

w∈{w:wB b ∧ w∈WORDS }

Thus, the new feature BOLD(w) for the word texton w is given by:
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Let w be a word texton and b the block texton with w,,~b, then

BOLD(w ) :¢:~BLACK INTENS(w )>THvBLA CK INTENS( b )>TH.
This classifier works nice for words with a reasonably sized word core, i.e. for
words with more than 3 characters. For words with less characters we can extend the
definition by using the direct predecessor PRED(w) and successor SUC(w):
I f w is a word with less than four characters, then

BOLD(w) : ¢:~BLACK INTENS(w)> TH ,a
(BLACK INTENS(PRED (w)) > TH vBLA CK INTENS(SUC (w)) > TH).

4.3 All-capitals Classification
All-capitals words are characterized by the heights of the contained characters. For
statistic classification, the character heights are compared to an adaptive threshold that
is calculated from the mean height of lines in a block.
The mean height of lines in a block b is given by

MEAN L HEIGHT(b) =

Z (TOP(I)- BASE(I)+ I) /I{I:I~-bAI•LINES~ .

I~{I:I~bAI~LINES}

Given a word w in line I of a block b then

ALL CAPIT(w) :¢:>V c• CHARS, c>-w:~ O P (c)-BASE(I)+ 1>h.MEAN L HEIGHT(b)).
Given a block b with character c in line l, then

ALL CAPIT(b)." ¢:~
]{c" c >- b A TOP(c)- BASE(l)+ 1 > h . MEAN

L

HEIGHT(b )A c • CHARS~ > 0.67

]{c" c >-b A C• CHARS~
Experiments on synthetic documents (Chapter 5.1) have yielded the ratio of 0.74 between the height of lowercase characters without ascender or descender and the height
of capital characters. For robust all-capitals classification h=0.85 is chosen.
Essentially, the ALL CAPIT classifier for blocks counts big characters. If more
than 2/3 of a block's characters are big, the whole block is an all-capitals block.
We end up in the following classifier for the new feature ALL CAPITAL(w):
Let w be a word texton and b the block texton with wM~, then
ALL CAPITAL(w)." ¢~ALL CAPIT(w) vALL CAPIT(b).
The classifier does not treat words with less than three characters, because with
these words there is ambiguity between words completely in all-capitals style and
those that contain both capital characters and characters with ascender.
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5

Tests and Results

5.1 Tests on Synthetic Documents
Synthetic documents were used to test features for font styles under standardized conditions. There were synthetic documents in four different typefaces and in 3 different
font sizes each in italics and bold font style. All synthetic documents were printed on a
laser printer at 600dpi and then scanned at 300dpi with fixed threshold.
Each synthetic document contains the alphabet once printed in lowercase and once
in uppercase, and the numbers from 0 to 9. The characters are divided into groups of
differing basic structure (present or lacking ascender and descender), so that the differently structured characters can be examined separately.
To investigate the threshold TH for italics classification, the average of the slants
over the whole document was calculated for all synthetic documents, once in italic (A)
and once in plain (B) font style (Table 1). A comparison suggests the value TH=0.12
at the lower bound of A as an appropriate threshold.
Table 1. Results for slant

Font
Arial, 8pt
Arial, 10pt
Arial, 12pt
Times New Roman, 8pt
Times New Roman, 10pt
Times New Roman, 12pt
Graphite Light, 8pt
Graphite Light, 10pt
Graphite Light, 12pt
Courier, 8pt
Courier, 10pt
Courier, 12pt

A
0.13
0.13
0.11
0.17
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.25
0.19
0.13
0.14
0.14

B
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.11
0.12
0.11
-0.01
0.01
0.02

Table 2 gives the results for the measurement of the ratio of character heights A =
height(lowercase without ascender and descender)/height(uppercase), that is used for
defining the word core and classifying all-capitals. Its average is 0.74 for all font
families and heights.
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Table 2. Results for height ratio

Font
Arial, 8pt
Arial, 10pt
Arial, 12pt
Times New Roman, 8pt
Times New Roman, 10pt
Times New Roman, 12pt
Graphite Light, 8pt
Graphite Light, 10pt
Graphite Light, 12pt
Courier, 8pt
Courier, 10pt
Courier, 12pt

A
0.76
0.76
0.75
0.72
0.72
0.70
0.67
0.73
0.65
0.83
0.77
0.76

5.2 Tests on Scanned Document Pages
We tested our classifiers on document pages from the UW-III Document Image Database ([9]). We chose the 20 pages S000bin.tif to S00kbin.tif, that are scanned directly
from original scientific papers at 300dpi. The text on every page (excluding graphics
and formulas) was processed by the above classifiers (example: Fig. 3).
Table 3. Results for document pages S000bin.tif to S00kbin.tif
Font style
Italics
Bold
All-Capitals

#(words in
respective style)
378
568
94

#(correctly classified words
in respective style
350 (93%)
542 (95%)+11(all-capitals)
89 (95%)

#(plain
words)
16338
16148
16622

#(falsely classified
plain words)
19 (0.1%)
9 (0.06%)
24 (0.1%)+103(numerals)

Table 3 shows, how many words in the respective style were detected correctly and
how many words in plain style were marked falsely as being printed in the respective
font style. Note, that the bold classifier missed 11 bold words printed in all-capitals.
With the present approach all-capitals are a problem, because the greater part of uppercase characters lies outside the defined word core. The all-capitals classifier also
suffers from a structural problem, that is given by the fact that the height of numerals
is almost the same as the height of uppercase characters.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a first step towards a texture-based approach to document analysis. We
established a formal theory of texture, inspired by Julesz’ Texton Theory, and transferred the psychological notion of textons to a mathematical one. Within our formal
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framework, the paper described classifiers for bold, italics and all-capitals font style.
The classifiers can be implemented efficiently, because they use relatively simple
features, that can be calculated partially during the preceding grouping process. The
good performance of the classifiers on scanned documents showed the practical relevance of our approach.
At present, we are extending our theory, so that the detection of additional layout
features in a document can be described consistently in the framework of textons. It is
our aim to detect those layout features that would attract a human's attention at first
glance, in order to enable attention-based extraction of relevant information from
documents ([8]).

Fig. 3. Grouping and font style detection on s00mbin.tif (dark grey: bold, medium grey: italics,
light grey: all-capitals)
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